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Thanks for voting us the best!
Brought to you by - Wade Automotive
Repair

Wade Automotive was
founded in
the name of the owner’s grandfather, W.G. Wade, who
was the backbone of the family, a successful businessman, an avid car enthusiast and collector, and a
proud father of three girls - but no boy - to carry on
the family name after he passed. Wade Automotive
Repair carries his name in the continued spirit of his
direct honesty and integrity. Wade Automotive Repair
is owned by Jesse Robitaille, a BMW Master Certified
and ASE Master Certified automotive mechanic with
extensive experience in repairing all vehicle types.
Jesse graduated with a degree in advanced automotive technology and repair, and he is a member of the
National Honor Society. In addition, Jesse was chosen
to attend BMW S.T.E.P. 1 Advanced Secondary Automotive Training on a full scholarship. This training
develops top technicians capable of thinking outside
the box to diagnose and repair issues with today’s
most complicated vehicles!
After over a decade in the dealership and independent shop arena, Jesse decided he had enough of the
deceit so prevalent in the industry, and so decided to
open his own shop intent on establishing and maintaining a proven record of honesty. Come to Wade
Automotive Repair for all your vehicles TLC.
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Specializing in German and Asian Auto Repair, but all domestics welcome!
Wade Automotive Repair is a family-owned shop. We have highly-experienced
techs but no overly fancy shop with high expenses to charge you for.
This means we can afford to be TRULY honest, use higher-quality parts,
and charge lower prices!

Our Master Certified Technicians are salary pay versus commission pay like
most other shops! This means they are not incentivized to sell you things you
don’t need! The benefit to you is an truly honest assessment of your vehicle’s
condition and repairs performed with no compromises by Master Mechanics!

WadeAutomotiveRepair.com

